Welcome to Utværet Lånan – the largest producer of
eiderdown in the Vega archipelago. This is where the old
eiderdown traditions are preserved.
On 1 July 2004, Lånan, as one of the islands of Vega, was added to
UNESCO’s prestigious World Heritage List. The World Heritage
Committee mentions, among other things, the following in its decision:
«The Vega archipelago reflects the way generations of fishermen/farmers
have, over the past 1,500 years, maintained a sustainable living in an inhospitable
seascape near the Arctic Circle, based on the now unique practice of eiderdown
harvesting, and it also celebrates the contribution made by women to the
eiderdown process.»

Words and expressions on Utværet Lånan
Eider duck = female
Eider drake = male
Eider run = house for several ducks
Eider house = house of stone or wood for a single duck
Harp = stringed instrument for cleaning eiderdown

A H ISTO RICAL
TAST E
The history of Lånan’s landowners
goes back to the mid-1800’s.
Until 1960, Lånan was a thriving community with merely 50 inhabitants at
the most. They shared a good life, characterised by a caring, charitable society,
a strong belief in God, and deep gratitude for what nature
had bestowed on them.
Nobody lives on Lånan permanently today, but interest in the island’s
cultural history and eiderdown tradition has never been greater.
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Alida Nilsen - lived on Lånan until 1980

TH E EIDER SEASON ON L Å N A N
The people and eider ducks of Lånan have always had a close
relationship. The bird keepers prepare nests and protect the birds
from danger during the hatching season.
As a reward, the birds return year after year and provide their keepers with
valuable down, eggs and unforgettable experiences: The bird keepers arrive at
Lånan in mid-April in order to start preparing the nests. The eider runs and
stone houses from the previous year have to be repaired and lined with dried
seaweed. The birds arrive in May to select their “accommodation”. They often
choose the same site year after year. The bird keepers visit the nest sites twice
a day to make sure they are safe from predators.
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The first birds leave their nests in June and this is when the harvesting and
cleaning of the eiderdown starts in earnest. The work is time consuming. The
down has to be cleaned of seaweed and eggshell, before being dried, shaken,
harped and collected. Everything is done manually in order for the down to
retain its natural springiness and unique insulating qualities.
In August, the stone houses and eider runs are cleaned and closed until the
following year. We return home to produce eiderdown duvets to our customers.
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LÅNAN DUVETS
Natural, handmade eiderdown duvets
Handmade eiderdown duvets from Lånan are among the most exclusive
duvets in the world. Eiderdown is almost weightless and has a unique ability
to maintain a comfortable temperature summer or winter. Our duvets are a
combination of high quality craft and strong Norwegian traditions passed
on through generations. The duvets are 100 % handmade.
The eider duck uses down to keep her eggs warm while nesting. When the eggs
hatch and she leaves the nest we move in and collect the down, clean it and
produce duvets. This symbiosis between the wild birds and bird keepers has
existed through generations, and ensures access to a unique raw material.
The duvets are sewn by hand according to the customers needs and
requirements. It is the customer who decides the size and weight or volume.

A L L SE AS O N DU V E T
_

S U M ME R DU VE T
_

Suitable for most people and
can be used all year around

A lightweight duvet
for summer use

W I NT E R DU V E T
_

B ABY DU VE T
_

Extra warm duvet for
the cold season

The ideal introduction to
the world for a newborn

EI D ERD OWN
M I TTENS

Eiderdown mittens

The fantastic insulating quality of eiderdown
can also be used in other products.
We produce sophisticated eiderdown
mittens based on modern Norwegian
design combined with traditional handcraft.
Guaranteed to keep your hands warm,
even on the coldest of days!
Our eiderdown mittens come
in a exclusive gift box.

Baby mittens

NECK LAC ES
We sell beautiful necklac in silver shaped
like an egg. Choose between leather
straps or silver link.
Necklace in enamelled silver

Picture book, Eiderducks life on Lånan

Illustrated children’s book
The book is available in english

OTH E R P R O D U C TS FRO M
UT VÆ R E T L Å N AN
We are continuously working to expand our product assortment. The demand for
eiderdown products from Lånan is enormous both in Norway and abroad. Visitors to
the islands rarely leave without purchasing an eider product as a souvenir of Lånan.

Visit our online shop at lanan.no

VIS IT L ÅNAN
What would you bring to a deserted island?
We recommend adventurousness, curiosity and good shoes.
At Lånan we live our lives surrounded
and defined by the nature. Neither
the local ferry line nor electric power
disturbs us.The fact that we experience
the island as generations before us and
exactly the same way as the eider ducks,
gives us a uniqe feeling of calm and
harmony.
If this appeals to you, why not visit
Lånan while the eider ducks nests, and
experience being a birdkeeper for a day?
We guarantee you excitement and close
encounters with the eider ducks - while
searching for the world’s most exclusive
down. If the ducks have abandoned their
nest, we gather down and let it dry out.
When the down, who only days earlier

helped little eider ducklings keep warm,
is all dried up we give it new life as one
of our exclusive Lånan products.
If the weather permits we set out to sea
in our boat to catch our fish for dinner.
We prepare our meal when we reach dry
land again regardless of what the time
says. When bedtime comes you will keep
warm and dream sweet dreams under
a real Lånan duvet.
No visit to Lånan is the same, so
every experience is tailored to meet
your expectations and demands. We
cannot control the weather, but we can
guarantee you a good time. For contact
information, visit our website lanan.no

Lånan is about 30 km across
BODØ
the sea, north-west of the
main island Vega
in the county of
Nordland. The nearest
Mo i Rana
towns on the mainland
are Brønnøysund
Sandnessjøen
and Sandnessjøen, Lånan
Mosjøen
both with local
Vega
airports.
Brønnøysund
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